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[Summary of Facts]
X entered into a fixed deposit agreement for 500,000 yen with Bank Y, and the intention of the
parties at that time was to follow commercial custom in the case of early repayment and set the
interest on the deposit at the same rate as that for an ordinary savings deposit. The principal of
the fixed term deposit was subsequently repaid to A, who represented himself as an agent of X,
along with the interest that had accrued at the above interest rate until that day. X then brought
an action against Y seeking payment of the above fixed term deposit. X’s claims were dismissed
in both the first instance and the lower court. X filed a final appeal.

[Summary of Decision]
Final appeal dismissed.

“According to the above facts, as it can be understood that the lower court accepted the fact the
parties came to the agreement described above regarding the early repayment of the fixed
deposit claim, and putting aside any discussion of the situation if there was no such agreement,
that the specific details of performance in the case of early repayment had already been
determined at the time of the execution of the agreement, it is reasonable to understand that the
above early repayment by the Final Appellee bank constituted performance under Article 478 of
the Civil Code and is subject to the application of that provision. Therefore, while it might not
necessarily have been appropriate for the lower court to enter a judgment as though the above
early repayment resulted from the cancellation of the fixed term deposit agreement, the lower
court’s affirmation that the repayment is subject to the application of Article 478 of the Civil
Code was, in the end, justified. All the Final Appellant’s arguments are inconsistent with the
above declaration of the lower court and cannot be adopted.”


